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Serendipity, 
God’s Hand, Happenstance, or Luck, 

Which is your true name? 
 



 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Are You Okay? 
The Carryover of Kindness 

 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 

 

Chapter 0  

Serendipity 

 
 

 
1 

 

It was a typical Thursday night on a college campus, 

when I heard the words that would alter the course of my life 

forever. The grounds of George Mason University’s Presidents 

Park were filled with freshmen; some could be seen 

congregating with friends in common areas to wind down 

from a hectic day, while others frantically searched for rides 

to parties around campus to drink and party the night away in 

complete disregard for classes the next day. I wasn’t doing 

any of that.  

That entire day, I refused to climb out of my bed 

which was the top bunk in my dorm. I would cry until I fell 

asleep, waking up only to stuff my face with gourmet delights 

from a heart shaped box of chocolates once my hunger pains 

became too gnawing for me to sleep through. Tears, sleep, 

hunger pains, chocolate. This cyclic experience was the 

culmination of a years-long emotional battle that had finally 

reached a tipping point. You see, the box of chocolates I was 
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gorging on every few hours was originally meant to be a gift 

to my now ex-girlfriend who was the other half of the first 

relationship in my so-called “adult life”, and my second one 

ever. But this wasn’t about her. At least not really. It was 

about how I, Anthony Drayton, saw myself in relation to her.  

With my head sandwiched between two tear-soaked 

pillows, I questioned everything I was doing with my life. 

What am I now? What’s the point in continuing this college 

experience? As far as I could tell in those moments, all it ever 

did was hurt me and spit at my efforts. My friends, my 

perception of status, and my motivation all stemmed from 

that relationship.  

In high school I had a few solid friends, but I kept my 

circle small. I was an introvert, but more than that I was an 

incredibly shy person with interests that I didn’t view as 

“black enough” to share with most of my peers. My biggest 

secrets being that my favorite band was an alternative rock 

group called Motion City Soundtrack and I binged anime as if 

it gave me life. I made friends with a few of the band kids, 

however, I played no instrument and never quite felt like I 

belonged. It always felt as if they would be having a better 

time without me. Due to this, an enormous wall of self-doubt 

and distrust rose before me, and my own restrictive shell kept 

me from ever trying to conquer it. 

 Once I got to college I wanted to break through that 

shell of mine and have a thriving social life. So, on the very 

first day, I met up with the girl of my eighteen-year-old 

dreams. She was a fellow freshman I had met online who 

happened to sport an afro like myself; her wit and humor 
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both matched the alluring beauty of her light eyes and ecru 

skin. Her bubbly personality mixed with a sassy attitude 

enamored everyone around her within a matter of days, 

turning her into one of the most popular girls I had ever 

known. I thought if I could somehow make her mine, my life 

would change in every possible way. Luckily, she had an 

interest in yours truly.  

Low and behold a few weeks later we were officially a 

couple and my social life seemed to soar beyond anything I 

could have even dreamed of back in high school. I gained 

friends and people started inviting me to large get-togethers. 

Other men began to tell me they were jealous and surprised 

that someone as quiet as me could get her to be my girlfriend; 

it was like walking down the red carpet every time someone 

spotted her on my arm.  

Most importantly though, I became motivated. All I 

ever wanted in life was a loving family to call my own; the 

classic wife and kids. I didn’t enroll in college to obtain 

knowledge or enter the field of my dreams, but only to get a 

degree that could help me attain a job I would need to support 

that family. Family was the only factor in my life that always 

felt constant as I grew up. No matter where the military sent 

us, I could always count on them. At some point in time, my 

life became dedicated to the simple goal of creating a family 

just as supportive and affectionate as the one that raised me. 

Unfortunately, I was also quite lackadaisical when it 

came to my studies. In high school I never needed to study, 

and everything came as naturally to me as breathing. Thanks 

to the many warnings of teachers, I knew college would be 
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more difficult and soon I would be forced to work at my 

studies in earnest for the first time, but I feared my lack of 

experience with studying would be my downfall. As luck 

would have it though, I was able to find a girlfriend early in 

my college career, and I felt that as long as I kept her happy, 

the family I sought was within my grasp. I refused to let it slip 

through my fingers, and thus had found the spark I would 

need to wholeheartedly put in the work that higher learning 

expected of me. 

 Everything was going great for the first two and a half 

months, and we even got to the point where we said “I love 

you” to each other. Then her mother came into the picture. 

Seeing me as nothing more than a distraction, she demanded 

that her daughter end our relationship and cut all ties with 

me. In defiance, we continued to date in secret for two 

months, doing everything a normal couple would do, but 

hidden from her family. With her mother unaware of our 

covert romance, everything seemed to be going swimmingly. 

Then suddenly, with Valentine's Day less than two weeks 

away, her roommate asked me to stop coming around 

because my now ex-girlfriend didn’t want to see me anymore. 

Hearing that was like being hit by a train. Not only because I 

was going to be alone for the day of love, but because I was 

now going to be alone in my college life.  

It quickly became apparent that all of the friends I had 

made during my first semester in college truly belonged to 

her. Almost immediately I felt them become cold toward me 

and I was pushed out of the group. Even the guys on my dorm 

room floor, who once spoke to me about how jealous they 
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were, had stopped including me in conversations; my status 

was gone. Possibly worst of all, my newfound motivation for 

learning was being smothered under the heavy blanket of 

sorrow. Why continue to work hard when there was no 

guarantee I would ever find another girl that would date me, 

much less fall in love with me? 

With these thoughts in my mind, I stayed in my room 

and wept for the days that followed the receipt of that 

heartbreaking message. Looking back, it was a bit dramatic, 

but my seemingly certain future of loneliness was all I could 

think about as tears streamed down my face. It was what I 

dreamt about when I slept. It was what I repeated to myself in 

whispers through mouthfuls of chocolate until the box was 

emptier than my stomach or my heart - emptier than my soul 

on the third day of this emotional episode. 

Hours after I ran out of chocolate, sometime during 

the ungodly hours of that fateful night, I finally got up for 

food. I slid my scrawny self out of bed, letting gravity do most 

of the work; I didn’t care if it hurt hitting the floor from the 

top bunk. I obviously deserved it. After throwing on some 

random clothes, I walked to the building in the middle of 

Presidents Park known as Eisenhower. It was where many 

freshmen hung out during the days and nights at Mason, 

especially those searching for a quick bite at the only late-

night dining option that didn’t require a journey across 

campus, Ike’s. But since I wasn’t in the mood to be 

surrounded by a drunk and merry crowd, my destination was 

the vending machine that stood in the tv room on the 

opposite side of the building. 
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The only people awake at that hour were those 

cramming for exams in the upcoming week and others trying 

to find their way home after a night of fun I pessimistically 

believed I would never experience again. I looked at both 

these kinds of people with the ultimate disdain as I made my 

way to the hopefully empty tv room. Anger began to fill my 

heart, though not deservedly so. Finally, I reached the vending 

machine, thinking about nothing more than how much I hated 

everything at that moment as I inserted my quarters. Then I 

heard them. The words that would change the entire 

trajectory of my life: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

“Are you okay?” 
  


